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The man in the machine
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-PLUS OF ALL
ONLINE SEARCHES
WORLDWIDE ARE
THROUGH GOOGLE

Programmed by humans, algorithms begin
with a logic tree specifying every facet of
the code’s behavior from content prioritization to blacklisting. With Google’s near
monopoly, what hangs in the balance is
the global economy, billions of dollars in ad
revenue for Google, rental housing operators cost of operations—and the shaping
of the country’s very thought and culture.

HOW GOOGLE WORKS (KIND OF)

Google indexes content

Google’s search results
favor large companies,
and both its high-revenue
advertisers and internal mono
chromatic culture as reported
in the Wall Street Journal.

What makes a match?
Google says hundreds of factors
go into search results including
the location of searched words on
a webpage, page links, location of
searched words, creation date of
a page—while removing pages
Google deems as scams, deceitful
or including hate speech.
“Geopolitical competition and
government regulations are
poised to remake the digital
economy,” according to recent
research by consulting firm A.T.
Kearney. “The global technological landscape is currently being
reconstructed, subjecting the
once-free and unfettered
transfer of data across borders
to new and greater digital
walls.” This stems from the view
that Big Tech is facilitating false
information, monopolizing
markets, honing in self-serving
technology, as well as the
growing concerns surrounding
personal data.
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AI
Quantum

Of human hands

No matter how large or small
the task to be programmed,
developers determine each
parameter of the executable
program in devising a
specific outcome.
Changes to Google’s search
algorithms are not fully
disclosed though businesses
have lived and died by them.
The number of annual changes
made to Google’s algorithm
has grown from around 500
(2010) to roughly 3,200
algorithm changes in (2018).

Quantum supremacy: in the beginning
Sycamore

Google AI’s quantum computer,
Sycamore, is said to have reached “quantum supremacy” on Oct. 23 by completing in
minutes a math problem that would take
today’s supercomputer10,000 years (Nature
magazine). IBM, owner of the world’s fastest
two supercomputers said that it would take

its supercomputer, Summit, two-and-a-half
days. Still, it will be many years before
quantum computing has worked through its
high rate of errors and is useful or profitable.
(LEFT) GOOGLE AI’S NEW 54-QUBIT (QUANTUM
BIT) PROCESSOR NAMED SYCAMORE. QUBIT IS A
TWO-STATE QUANTUM-MECHANICAL SYSTEM.

GOOGLE YOU TUBE, HOW GOOGLE SEARCH WORKS (IN 5 MINUTES); WSJ INVESTIGATIVE REPORT BY KIRSTEN GRIND, SAM SCHECHNER, ROBERT
MCMILLAN AND JOHN WEST; GOLDMAN SACHS ANALYST ROD HALL—WHAT GOOGLE PAID TO REMAIN SAFARAI’S DEFAULT BROWSER

while also programming for
misspellings, wording
idiosyncrasies and more.
Google then places the
most relevant information at
the top of its search results
page/section in accordance with
undisclosed criteria.
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The tip of the search

The Federal Trade Commission is
running antitrust investigations into
Facebook, Alphabet/Google, and
Amazon. The FTC will assess
whether these firms harmed market
competition by way of their mergers
and acquisitions as part of “a
campaign of exclusionary conduct
that includes exclusionary behavior,”
said FTC chairman Joseph Simons.

3.8 million
ONLINE SEARCHES MADE
ON GOOGLE EVERY MINUTE
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GOOGLE SEARCHES
ARE FIRST-TIME
CONTENT SEARCHES

9 billion

$

EU FINES AGAINST GOOGLE (LAST THREE
YEARS) FOR ANTICOMPETITIVE PRACTICES

12 billion

$

GOOGLE PAID IN 2019 TO REMAIN
SAFARI’S DEFAULT BROWSER

immigrants are |
immigrants are welcome here
immigrants are more likely to
GOOGLE OPERATES IN HEALTHCARE, PHONES, LAPTOPS, DRONES,
AI, QUANTUM COMPUTING,
ADVERTISING AND SEARCH.

IN AUTO-COMPLETE, GOOGLE’S FEATURE
THAT PREDICTS SEARCH TERMS AS THE
USER TYPES A QUERY, GOOGLE FILTERS
OUT CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS

